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PROS: I love having in this game. It's a beautiful story. Writing well, with proper grammar, etc. CONS: Shredding in this game is unnecessary. So much grinding destroys the fun and playability of the game. Even if you follow the step-by-step guide provided, it can be overwhelming. It's a good storyline,
but the execution is awful. Bottom line: I can only recommend this to those who love masochism. I hate this game and I love it... You have to do things over and over and over again. so damn loooong!! However, I wanted to know more and discover more and more and the game started to kind of get used
to it. It's so frustrating and so perfect at the same time. Grind is not a word. It's Groundhog Day without witty dialogue and doesn't condense in 90 minutes. You do exactly the same sites over and over and after three to six times it gets extended by the nich. The hardly inspirational MC blows his load
seeing the first set of boobs at 19 SERIOUSLY. And wrapped around the maids finger, despite being a pathetic scam. Slow development is an understatement, there is no logical transmission of emotions between places, can be closed or there were arguments in one place, and in the next place all lovey
dovey. Its funny to be straining in one place for a week while batting eyelids at each other everywhere. The hateful power of infidelity and hitting Chars is just not interested in especially when the obvious is set up as a mother, but can't go on if you're trying to cheat and again after you've made a full
commitment to your sisters and played a loyal way all the way, and then after Nap you fall for the same female trap that helped set you trapped mothers. This is another game overwhelmed by oversized tits and asses, which I find unattractive, and every character is a total bitch or asshole. There really
was no need to grind or lack direction and randomness in flags. There seems to have been more than enough content to just let the story flow and give a little more directional dialogue to help people find a way. It is very strange to have so much fluff repetition yet so little gae direction. Whether version 8
is a step-by-step guide, but no matter how many times people ask for a full step-by-step guide just the old step-by-step guides listed they keep saying first on the list is overcoming the step-by-step guide, but first on the list is a very early overcoming step-by-step guide when only 20 days in the game. I
went through the entire list and there was no help after version 8 (bottom link all over the list and it made each of LST redundant so not quite sure why it listed all the early step-by-step version guidance). A little disappointing because the visualizations are actually good, and even though the animation is
basic they are not bad and the story would be order if it was allowed to flow instead of repeating. Did I just spend time clicking and spending time reading repetive dialougue many times and there's not much in the scene way mom It's a waste of time and money This game game trying to be like an older
brother, but its not even close it boring and nothing special going on the story is not very well made Sex Corner bad as your peeking at it 1point to work on the character designs, although Mack and Sister as kids are not ripe I finished both routes of the final version of the game. The first way that sister is
really interesting and long. A lot of scenes are very interesting. But the grind is quite long and sometimes annoying because we really don't know what to do. Walktrough is a must. Mother's road is just as exciting, but much shorter than the damage. The pictures are very beautiful and the animation is very
good. This game should have for me, but the grind is scary. A thoroughly enjoyable VN, I haven't completed all the routes as it's quite a long wind grind, but the visuals are more than make up. I stopped playing at some point during the development, but I'm so glad I saw the completed tag and went back
to nosy. I tried to play without a step-by-step lead, wasn't it. Use a step-by-step guide and save time and frustration. Overall, the visualizations made it a stand-up evening. I can't give the exact time since I was called to do family things etc, but it's not quickie - bring a drink and snacks! A ridiculous amount
of grinding for very little substance. I am currently on the 48th day and most of the action that the MC received was a. The story makes no sense, the scenes are seemingly out of order and the characters act nothing like ordinary people. I really want like this game, but it's such a mess. So many reps, such
a slow win. It was hard to get as far as I did without a step-by-step guide, and I'm not going to progress further without it, and even then many scenes would only be good if they were viewed once rather than several times. It would benefit from linear gameplay because it is already trying a linear routine,
and if there was no grinding for invisible statistics just to progress it might even be enjoyable. Honestly, I would have given this game a full 5 stars, if not for one little thing: Although the graphics are great, the characters look good enough, and the story is interesting, the monotony of having to do the same
day after day is annoying as fuck. If it wasn't for the step-by-step guide, I'd have no idea what the hell I was doing. I was honestly willing to remove the game before day 20 due to annoying repetitiveness. But I shoved it and kept going, mainly because I want to see sex scenes. And don't do what I did and
mess up when you're almost close to the finish line. I was on 51 days, I believe, and didn't get the scene I wanted, and when I went to reboot the game, I accidentally hit the Save button instead. Now, I have to start over and do this shit over and over again. Honestly, you have to go back through this game
and remove this grinder/ глупости. A A The game doesn't need this crap if it has decent characters and a good storyline. And if you ever make a sequel or another game, I would suggest not doing that sort of thing again. It really annoys some of your players. The story grind is really strong with this it has
some good scenes, but it gets diluted when you have to watch them over and over again to make progress in the game, besides, with multiple ways and no play scenes in order to see all the scenes you have to go through the grind over and over again in a brief it's about 1 hour of the game, but it takes 10
hours to play assuming you don't have to feel like you're not furious. Good game, good graphics, hot story. although the game has been repetitive scenes and conversation, but I think it's acceptable the developer know that they are doing it a good job to create such a hot scene, good renderings you know
that I've always wanted to see an attractive young boy story like this, the story is hot as a fuck, but imagine a son's best friend fucking the whole family is too brave for me to imagine yet the cons of repetitive scenes and conversation, so I'll give him a score of 7.8/10 would be a really really good game, but
playing the same scenes over and over (felt like 1000 times) until you get any progress. Also, it doesn't make sense that the MC apologizes for what he did - but do the same the next day and gets the same reaction - STOP REPEATING SENSELESS STUFF !!! (I mean 80% repeated things really too
much) so I can just give 2 out of 5 stars (1 for basics, 1 for the story - Missing 1 for beeing grinding as hell, one for animation missing, and the last missing for visualizations that are good but not the best) extreme example: Day 62: - repeated day 61 Day 63: - repeated day 61 Day 61 simple: WHY? Why?
Why? Why? Why? Why? Very repetitive at first, but once the story really raises gets better, a lot of unanswered questions in which I hope can be resolved. Finally. The graphics are pretty decent, love Vicky and mom character as well. The ending (if it's actually the real end), however, wasn't well thought
out and felt very rushed. Not a fan of developers luring fans early on only to put out lacklustre endings. It's like they throw in the towel too early, which doesn't do anyone any favors he just spends the time ultimately. Characters and works of art are all very beautiful. However, it's GRINDY as hell. You have
to repeat each sequence of scenes (with the same exact dialogue and options) correctly several times before the storyline will move on to the next step where you will Once again. Definitely use a step-by-step guide if you want to play through this game. It will be about 50 days or so before you actually get
any action with a major love interest. In addition, the main character is a general (if (if Choose options that promote history), even for sex games. Poking your sister/friend into the pool when she can't swim (and afraid of water) by slapping her in the face with a etc. there are other games with hotter
characters that are easier to move forward and nicer to play. I played this game (like 10) until about day 50 without a step-by-step guide, and then when it seemed like I was stuck in an endless loop, I combed through the day-to-day step guide (for ver. 9) to try to figure out how to unlock the next stage.
Honestly, up to this point, or maybe about 35-40 days, I thought the progression was pretty steady and the walk was well done. One thing I didn't notice until I read the step-by-step guide is that some events are just random (after they're unlocked). If this is true, this explains the many posts here: I'm stuck!
I've done x and y, but z never causes! IMHO etc etc. is one thing developers have to yank out of this game. (Probably too late for this game. This has turned a nice but slow seduction/corruption game into a frustrating, boring grindfest. Personally, I don't really like the graphics, but I have nothing but
respect for the developers' attempt to take the main love interest from an ugly duckling to a beautiful swan. I look forward to future serialNumberComics work! My rating of this game V 10: Pros: -Great Beginning -Great Beginning -Great Text -Great Renders -Good Story Cons: -For many Ways - Too often
always repeats the same material. -Sometimes a confusing game like a story, its different from the others. When something new happens (Triggering), it's great, but it sometimes takes a long time and your wasting time is going over the same thing over and over again. The developer is doing a great job of
building up sexuality. She starts with little touches, then kisses, weasels, and she builds up to full sex between siblings. The scenes are very very hot and it probably does the best job I've seen so far to give some sense of plausibility. I recommend to be honest, I tried to keep playing this game for 5
updates. I continued to find myself jumping back and forth inside and outside the house, hoping it would trigger an event. It feels like you have to keep jumping back and forth for hours to trigger the hidden events that the developer programmed into the game. Seeing the fact that I'm really hat grinding, I
decided no longer giving this game another try. The renders are ok though, so I kept trying to play the game, but because of the grinding it takes to play this game, I eventually gave up on that game. Good over all, but too grinding. He brings down what should be Normal game up to almost stand still,
making it feel like it doesn't respect the time of the players. If you've played all the other games, and have a step-by-step guide in hand, it might be worth a try. Try. Probably not. But if you do it has something to offer in terms of character and plot. Just not enough to justify this drag grind. The game is
pretty bad. The plot is ok, but the facial expression is used rather creepy. The biggest drawback of this game is the useless, repetitive grind. It takes 35 days to get anywhere and even with skip invisible text, you look at 2 hours looking at the step-by-step guide to click the right options until you finally get to
something decent. Another big problem is the game has a dead way. If you choose an office path, it literally won't go anywhere. Anywhere.
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